Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our

Pupil Of The Month

PREP A: Kate K – confidence when working with subtraction activities. Well Done!
PREP B: Lamani W – always working to the best of her ability.
1/2A: Aiyana R – her effort in writing an exposition text during the ‘Big Write’.
1/2B: Emmy P – wiring three sentences explaining why summer is better than winter.
1/2C: Brodie R – working hard in maths lessons all week. Well Done!
3/4A: The Whole Grade – being a wonderful class and teaching me every day.
4/5A: Lachlan M – being a positive cheerful pupil throughout the week. Well Done!
5/6A:
MUSIC: Ryan J – persistence and confidence he displayed when attempting a difficult djembe drumming pattern.
ART: Mia – incredible attention to detail in her work.

PRINCIPAL’S AWARD – Bailey H – fantastic responsible behaviour.

Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our

Pupil Of The Week

PREP A: Jorgia P – always trying to put extra detail in her Recounts. Well Done!
PREP B: Tiana - her involvement in maths when creating subtraction stories.
1/2A: Xavier B – his focused approach to all his schoolwork this week.
1/2B: Jack S – positive attitude towards learning and being willing to give all tasks a try.
1/2C: Ava C – terrific try at persuading us that summer is better than winter.
3/4A:
4/5A: Alesia I – wonderful effort she put into her maths lesson with grams and kilograms.
5/6A: always working independently and keeping focused on the task at hand during Daily 5.
SCIENCE: Beau W – working hard and concentrating on constructing a see-saw out of building materials in Science.